Service orientated
SHL is highly committed to recognizing the
needs of all stakeholder groups and aligning
its actions accordingly.

Identifying
The employment at SHL requires a high
degree of identification with the company's
values and goals on the part of all those
involved. SHL is continuously expanding its
expertise and using its resources efficiently to
meet current and future requirements.

Competent
SHL employs reliable, open-minded individuals
with a high level of professional, social and
personal competence.

Independent
In order to maintain its independence in the
long term, SHL organizes its business
activities independently, taking into account all
the general conditions.

Quality-conscious
In order to maintain its independence in the
long term, SHL organizes its business
activities independently, taking into account all
the general conditions.

Success-oriented
SHL is innovative and integrates innovations
into its range of services with foresight in order
to guarantee the company's long-term success.

Practice-oriented
SHL's products and services are geared to the
current and future requirements of the
industry, thus enabling its customers to enjoy
a high degree of attractiveness on the job
market.

Sustainable
SHL's products and services are designed to
enable its customers to make a successful
start to their professional careers. SHL plans
its resources sensibly and uses them
effectively.

Reputable
SHL accepts its responsibility as an educational
institution and fulfils the demands placed on it
to a high degree. In doing so, it serves as a role
model and continuously improves its reputation.

Trustworthy
SHL communicates its expectations openly to
its stakeholders, communicates with them and
takes their concerns into account in its
decisions.

Respectful
SHL's communication is prompt, balanced and
direct. SHL reflects openly and critically on
relevant feedback from its stakeholders and
makes continuous improvements.

In partnership
The integrity of all stakeholders is guaranteed
at all times both inside and outside SHL. The
cooperation is characterised by a collegial
character.

